Breaking News 2/14/18
Oh My God! Another School Shooting. We must make our voices heard and take this
protest to the street. They'll do anything to remove all the guns from Americans homes prior to
forcing everyone to have Micro-Chips Implanted inside God's Temple, (our Body), passing Forced
(so-called) Vaccine Laws like in California, and committing Genocide on Christians and other
citizens; reducing populating, threats, whosoever they choose whenever they so choose.
2/16/18
When Trump said, "all the warning signs were there" he wasn't truly referring to the one
kid's (patsy) mental-illness, like so many believe! He was referring to the Secret Service arriving
out of nowhere at that school 4 weeks prior. - Red Flag
Thereafter, as told by upset Senior Jalen Rose, they imposed new fire-drills to
terrorist/shooting/bombing drills - Red Flag Furthermore, making the students act out these
strange drills which don't make sense to anyone and have a continuity of private meetings with
the teachers
They were even taught a Code Red represented an active shooter event; for the initial
time merely, days prior to the attack! My heart goes out to the victims, I believe there were some
fatalities, unlike Sandy Hook, or the recent Las Vegas. (and Boston),
When the Federal Government arrives (Homeland Security, typically the F.B.I; Secret Service,
F.E.M.A; etcetera) - GET YOUR CHILDREN OUT OF THERE! An act of Hegelian Dialect is
coming

The HERO Children for speaking-up and saying...."they're lying!" Senior Laura
Meidnik, "I heard gunfire from the other side of the school at the same moment I saw the now
supposed shooter and he had no gun." Laura didn't even like this individual. She said he was a
"weirdo." Senior Jalen Martin, stated 4 weeks prior to the shooting, he couldn't believe the
Secret Service arrived at our school and began private meeting with teachers and we were forced
into new fire-drills; bombing/terrorist/shooting drills. Jalen continues on to explain the odd
behavior and words from a teacher who seemingly acquired knowhow of this event beforehand.
Another child mentions the amount of cameras placed on the areas of intense activity
during this shooting, where the media and law enforcement claims parts of this event took place.
He said, "there's no way the cameras didn't catch it." Nonetheless, we're told otherwise....

